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1996 Mazda Miata: Passenger's Airbag Removal
by Pintwin1, 06/16/12
Fair Use Statements:
This document may be reproduced and redistrubuted without cost, but must include the title block (above) and this "Fair
Use Statements" portion in their entirety. Any modifications to the document must be clearly identified as such. Derivative
works are allowed providing attribution is given to this original document.
Unless otherwise stated, all photographs in this document are property of the Author and are not for commercial use. Any
other intellectual property and indicia mentioned or shown in this document are the property of their respective owners,
and are acknowledged.
Nomenclature
D-Left = Driver's, or Left, side of the vehicle.
Down or Dn = Looking towards the floor or ground.
Fwd = Looking towards the front of the vehicle while seated inside.
P-Right = Passenger's, or Right, side of the vehicle.
Up = Looking towards the ceiling or sky.

Step 0: Disclaimer & Precautions

This guide is provided for informational and educational purposes only and is not meant to replace any official
procedure(s), service bulletins, or recommendations from the manufacturer or government entity. No fitness for
a particular purpose is given or should be implied.
Precautions:
Acquire the radio's security access code (if any) and reset the radio's security code to default prior to working on the
airbag system.
Disconnect the battery and isolate the negative cable
Wait at least 10 minutes for the airbag system to discharge.
Wear eye protection and hearing protection when working around or handling airbag modules.
Wear protective gloves when handling an airbag module.

Step 1: Remove the glovebox cover
Remove the two phillips head #2 (PH2) screws attaching the
glovebox cover to the dashboard.
NOTE: If only one screw can be removed, see Step 1(a);
otherwise, proceed to Step 2

Fig. 1: Glovebox cover
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Step 1(a): Glovebox cover removal workaround
If only one exterior hinge screw can be removed, release the
free end of that hinge from the dash, then:
1. While opening the glovebox door, pull free side slightly up
and forward to bring it's rubber glovebox door stopper
outside of the dashboard.
2. Continue opening the door, pushing the free side slightly
down and rearward to release the rubber door stopper on
the opposite side
3. With both stoppers now on the outside of the dashboard,
lower the glovebox cover to the floor.
4. Remove the interior screw from the hinge still attached to
the dashboard, then remove the glovebox cover.
NOTE: The interior hinge plate is positioned using a round post
on one side of the screw and a rectangular post on the
opposite side: When reinstalling the hinge plate, make sure
these posts are properly installed and the plate is flush against
the glovebox before tightening the screw.

Fig. 1a: In this photo, the exterior hinge screw on the Driver's side of
the glovebox could not be removed: After removing the exterior hinge
screw on the Passenger's side the glovebox was opened to the floor
and the interior hinge screw of the Driver's door removed.

Step 2: Disconnect the airbag's wiring harness
The airbag wiring harness has two connectors which are
interlocked and must be removed in order.
1. First, remove the ORANGE connector by pushing down
on the wedge-shaped tab and pulling the halves of the
connector apart (Fig. 2a). This connector powers the
horn.
2. Second, remove the BLUE connector by pushing the
square-shaped tab away from the locking post and pulling
the halves of the connector apart (Fig. 2b). This
connector powers the airbag unit.
NOTE! Once disconnected, make sure the airbag's blue
connector does not touch any surface carrying a voltage.
Fig. 2a: Remove the ORANGE connector first...

Fig. 2b: ...then, remove the BLUE connector. Note this photo
was taken before the orange connector was removed.
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Step 3: Remove the airbag's mounting bolts
The passenger's airbag unit is attached to a mounting shelf by
four (4) 12mm bolts, with it's wiring harness attached to the
shelf using a special wire tie.
1. Remove each of the four 12mm bolts using a ratchet
wrench with a short extension (Fig. 3a)
2. Using one of the bolt holes closest to the passenger's
seat, push the airbag unit up slightly until it is above the
shelf.
3. With your other hand, reach behind the shelf and push
the rear of the airbag unit towards the passenger's seat
until it just clears the shelf.
4. Repeat for the other bolt hole closest to the passenger
seat.
5. Sit in the passenger seat.
6. While looking at the wire extending from the right side of
the unit (Fig. 3b), pull the airbag unit slowly towards you
about 2-3 inches until it's attached wire just starts to resist
motion.

Fig. 3a: Passenger airbag mounting arrangement, as seen from floor
looking up.

NOTE: The Mazda Service Manual may indicate a "Support
rope" which also must be removed - This was not found on this
particular 96 Miata.

Fig. 3b: Passenger airbag firing wire.

Step 4: Detach the airbag's wiring harness & Remove the
airbag
The wiring harness uses a special wire tie with a pin. The pin
has two tiny legs that expand to secure the pin when it's
inserted in a small hole in the shelf. (See: Figs. 3a & 4)
To release this pin from the hole:
1. Reach into the glovebox cavity and grab the wiring
harness wire tie ("clip") with two fingers. (See: Fig. 3a)
2. Look along the right side of the airbag to see the captive
end of the wiring harness' wire tie pin (See: Fig. 3b)
3. Using a long screwdriver, press one of the legs of the pin
towards the hole (Fig. 4)
4. Pull the wire tie's pin from the hole.
5. Slowly pull the airbag module out, making sure the wiring
harness slides out easily behind it.
6. Follow all safety precautions when handling and storing
an airbag unit.

Fig. 4: With the passenger's airbag removed, the hole for it's wiring
harness wire tie pin is clearly visible. The screwdriver is positioned as
if the airbag module is still in place prior to freeing the pin from the hole
(See: Fig. 3b)

Step 5: Airbag safety
This list is not meant to be exhaustive, and no fitness for a particular purpose is given or should be implied.
Disconnect the battery, isolate the negative cable, and wait at least 10 minutes for the airbag system to discharge.
Acquire the radio's security access code (if any) and reset the radio's security code to default prior to working on the
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airbag system.
Wear eye protection and hearing protection when working around or handling airbag modules.
Never electrically test an airbag module's wiring harness: Always perform troubleshooting tests on the automobile's side
of the wiring harness according to the manufacturer's standard procedure(s).
Never puncture or probe through the trim cover of an airbag.
Use protective gloves when handling airbag modules.
Hold an airbag module from the bottom with the trim surface facing away from you to minimize personal injury in case
of accidental depolyment.
Do not suddenly bump or drop an airbag module.
Place an airbag module trim side up on a firm surface & pointing away from people.
Do not expose the module to extremes in temperature or humidity, or to static conditions.
If possible, keep an airbag module stored in it's special container until ready for installation.
Do not attempt to disassemble or modify an airbag module.
Always dispose of an airbag according to the manufacturer's standard procedures.
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